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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Knee osteoarthritis is characterized by inflamma
tion in the intra-articular space or synovial membrane, breakdown
of articular cartilage, and sclerosis of the subchondral bone. Intraarticular injections of Sodium hyaluronate which have viscoelastic
and protective effect on articular cartilage and restores normal
articular homeostasis. The efficacy of these injections is dimin
ished when they are placed inadvertently outside the joint. For
the maximum benefit, injection of hyaluronic acid derivatives
needs to be placed accurately into the knee joint.
Aim: The study was performed to know the correct placement
of needle inside the knee joint prior to Viscosupplementation by
fluoroscopy using a contrast material.
Materials and Methods: The accurate placement of needle was
evaluated in a prospective series of 94 consecutive injections

in patients without clinical knee effusion. All the injections
were performed by single orthopaedic surgeon using a 5 cm
21-gauge needle through anterolateral, and lateral midpatellar
portals. The needle placement in the knee joint was confirmed
with fluoroscopy using the contrast material.
Results: The accuracy rates through Lateral midpatellar and
Anterolateral portals were lower than expected rate (100%). A
total of 43 out of 47 injections were intra-articular, indicating
accuracy of 91.5% through lateral midpatellar portal, 41 out of
47 injections were intra-articular through anterolateral portal
with accuracy of 87.4%.
Conclusion: Study showed that the accuracy of needle
placement was higher through Lateral midpatellar than the
Anterolateral portal.
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis is characterized by inflammation in the intraarticular space or synovial membrane, breakdown of articular
cartilage, and sclerosis of the subchondral bone [1]. The patients
may have more severe joint symptoms, such as pain, swelling,
stiffness, and limitations in their activities of daily living, if this
condition leads to increasingly degenerative changes to the
articular cartilage. Osteoarthritis of the knee joint with symptoms
is a common presentation in primary care and can be a difficult
problem for treating physicians and patients. Based on radiographic
features, the Kellgren- Lawrence system classifies the severity of
knee Osteoarthritis into 5 grades.
Treatment modalities for osteoarthritis and their benefits are often
limited. An intra-articular injection of corticosteroid is commonly
used for the treatment of osteoarthritis with inflammation or
swelling. If the injected corticosteroid extravasates into the soft
tissues, it might be associated with complications such as fat
tissue atrophy and changes in skin colour [2,3]. Therefore, it is
very essential to inject it into the intra-articular space accurately.
Accuracy of needle placement may vary with age, gender and
severity of osteoarthritis of knee [4].
In osteoarthritis, the viscosity of the synovial fluid reduces secondary
to a decrease in the molecular weight and concentration of
hyaluronic acid. An intra-articular injection of Sodium hyaluronate,
known as Viscosupplementation, is a recently available option.
Viscosupplements have been approved for osteoarthritic joints
[1-3]. Intra-articular injections of sodium hyaluronate which have
viscoelastic and protective effect on articular cartilage and restores
normal articular homeostasis [4]. The efficacy of these injections
is diminished when they are placed inadvertently outside the joint
[5]. To achieve their maximum benefit, hyaluronic acid derivatives
should be injected directly into the knee joint space. In the absence
of a knee effusion, needle placement into the intra-articular space
is a challenge [4].
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Incorrect placement of injections outside the joint can cause a
reduced effect [4-6]. Hyaluronic acid will not to have any beneficial
effect when applied to the tissue surrounding the joint [7]. As
these injections are expensive it is very essential that the injection
has to be given accurately inside the joint for a maximum benefit.
Injection into a soft tissue injection can cause more discomfort to
the patient [8]. Accuracy of needle placement inside the joint can
be a challenge in dry knees.

Aim
The study was performed to know the correct placement of needle
inside the knee joint prior to Viscosupplementation by fluoroscopy
using a contrast material.

Materials and Methods
The study was conducted in a teaching hospital after getting a
clearance from institutional ethics committee. All those patients
requiring intraarticular injection for therapeutic reasons between
August 2014 and October 2014 were included in the study. Those
patients who were not willing to sign the informed consent, who
had evidence of local infection, who were allergic to contrast dye
and elevated creatinine were excluded from the study.
Correct placement of needle was evaluated in a prospective
series of 94 consecutive injections in patients without clinical knee
effusion. The injections were performed by single orthopaedic
surgeon using a 5 cm 21-gauge needle through anterolateral, and
lateral midpatellar portals. The needle placement was confirmed
with fluoroscopy using contrast material.
Injection through the anterolateral portal was performed with the
patient in sitting position with the affected knee flexed to about
90°. After palpating the landmarks, the injection was given inferior
to the patella, through the joint line either medial or lateral to the
ligamentum patella directing the needle obliquely toward the
intercondylar notch [Table/Fig-1].
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The lateral midpatellar injections were carried out with the lower
limb. The patella was everted and moved laterally, the needle
was advanced transversely between the articular surfaces of the
patellofemoral joint at the level of midpoint of the patella [Table/
Fig-2].
Prior to needle placement, the c-arm of the Fluoroscopy unit was
positioned to obtain an initial lateral image to center the knee on
the screen. Under aseptic precaution after skin preparation the
area was anesthetized by injecting 2% lignocaine onto the skin.
The needle was positioned the desired location, and 0.5 mL of
contrast material was injected into the knee. A second lateral image
was taken to look for the dye dispersion. With correct placement
of needle, the dye will get dispersed freely in the joint and will be
seen as “coating” the articular surface. With incorrect placement
of needle the dye will pool in the fat pad or subsynovial tissues.
Dye dispersion was reconfirmed with a repeat Fluoroscopy after
the knee was cycled five times through a range of movements.
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Total No of INJ Intraarticular Extraarticular Accuracy Rate

Lat. Midpatellar

47

43

4

91.5%

Anterolateral

47

41

6

87.4%

[Table/Fig-3]: Comparison of accuracy rates through each portal.
X2= 0.448 p=0.503 Not Significant.

statistical Analysis
The collected data was analysed using Statistical Package for
Social Sciences(SPSS) version 11.5, for comparison across the
groups chi-square test was used where p<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Results
The anterolateral portal included 47 knees of which there were
31(65.9%) women and 16 (34.1%) men in the age group of 3382 years. Of these 36 (76.5%) and 11(23.4%) were of KellegrenLawrence grade 2 and 3 knees, respectively. The lateral midpatellar
portal included 47 knees of which there were 29 (61.7%) women
and 18 (38.2%) men in the age group of 33-85 years. Of these,
39 (82.9%) and 8 (17.1%) were of Kellegren-Lawrence grade 2
and 3 knees, respectively. There were no significant differences in
demographic data between the groups.
Through lateral midpatellar portal, the accuracy of intra-articular
placement for females was 89.7% and males were 94.4% when
compared to anterolateral where it was 83.9% and 93.8% for
females and males respectively. The accuracy of intra-articular
placement for both the portals was compared in terms of K-L
grading, which was 86.1% and 90.9% for anterolateral while it was
92.3% and 87.5% for lateral midpatellar portal in K-L grade 2 and
3 respectively. Patients aged <40 and >60 years had an accuracy
of 100% and 90% respectively through both the portals while
patients in the age group of 41-59 had an accuracy of 84.6% and
91.3% through anterolateral and lateral midpatellar respectively.
The accuracy rates through Lateral midpatellar and Anterolateral
portals were lower than expected rate (100%). 43 out of 47
injections were intra-articular, indicating accuracy of 91.5% through
lateral midpatellar portal. 41 out of 47 injections were intra-articular

[Table/Fig-1]: Anterolateral Portal. [Table/Fig-2]: Lateral Midpatellar Portal.
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[Table/Fig-4]: Comparison between accuracy rates through lateral midpatellar and
anterolateral portals.

through anterolateral portal with accuracy of 87.4%. Therefore,
our study showed that the accuracy of needle placement was
higher through Lateral midpatellar than the Anterolateral portal,
though there was no statistically significant difference as p>0.05
(p=0.503) [Table/Fig 3,4].

Discussion
An accurate intra-articular needle placement in the knee joint is
important for intra-articular treatment because it helps increase
the effectiveness and minimize complications.
Our study evaluated accuracy of needle placement in patients
undergoing treatment for Osteoarthritis with the absence of
effusion through 2 portals: lateral midpatellar and anterolateral of
which the sample subjects were randomly allocated equally into 2
groups. The accuracy rates compared indicated that the injection
through Lateral midpatellar portal was more accurate (accuracy
of 91.2%). The accuracy through anterolateral portal was 87.4%
which was comparatively less than lateral midpatellar portal.
This is consistent to the findings reported in the study conducted
by Jackson et al., [4]. The needle passes through a minimal amount
of soft tissue to reach the intraarticular space through the lateral
midpatellar. They found palpation of landmarks around knee was
difficult due to the excess fat and also there was longer distance
between skin and joint space. In this study including 80 injections
performed through an anterolateral portal, 57 were confirmed
to have been placed in the intra-articular space. (accuracy
rate of 71%) when compared to 60 of 80 injections through an
anteromedial approach (75% accuracy rate), and seventy-four of
eighty injections through a lateral midpatellar portal (93% accuracy
rate).
Fluoroscopic imaging was done in our study through injection of
contrast material to confirm the intra-articular needle placement
by documenting the dispersion pattern. However, in a study
conducted by Bliddal, the intra-articular therapy was tested by
Air-Arthrography reporting that fifty-one of fifty-six injections were
intraarticular [7]. The patients with dry Osteoarthritis of the knee
were treated with Triamcinolone. Our study showed that there were
no significant differences in accuracy rates between approaches
for patients classified with Kellgren-Lawrence scale grades II and
III similar to the study done by Toda and Tsukimura [9]. The study
by Toda and Tsukimura was done in 50 patients. The results of
this study had more accuracy with modified Waddell approach
(86%) followed by seated AM and lateral patellar approach which
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had accuracy rates of 62% and 70% respectively. The length of
the needle used in our study was around 5cm which was longer
as compared to this study (3.2cm) so as to sufficiently reach the
intra-articular space as noted by Jackson et al., [4].
In contrast to our study, another study conducted by Park et al.,
evaluated the accuracy of needle placement through superolateral,
midlateral and medial portals for K-L grading knees [10]. This
study was conducted in 126 knees with Osteoarthritic knees
graded as The Kellgren-Lawrence grade 2 and 3 cases each of
which had accuracy rates of 100% and 100%, 97% and 90%,
and 77% and 67% for the superolateral, midlateral and medial
approaches respectively. Also, intra-articular approaches were
sonographically guided. This study therefore showed accuracy
between portals in patients classified as Kellengren-Lawrence
grade 2 & 3 and highlighted on sonographically guided injections
unlike our study.
Some studies have suggested that guidance of intra-articular
needle position by imaging techniques may improve the accuracy.
The costs and extra time associated with these techniques should
be taken into consideration [11].
Some observations made during our study included the complaints
of pain and discomfort from the patients during the procedure
when there was incorrect extra-articular placement of the needle.
This may also be associated with injection failure with reference
to treatment especially in cases where hyaluronic acid is used
as 100% accuracy is needed for its efficacy unlike corticosteroid
injections. However, drug leakage or wrongly placed steroid
injections have adverse effects [4,11,12].
The drawback of extra articular placing of injections was over
come by the use of fluoroscopic imaging which was done after
injection of contrast material given subsequent to hyaluronic acid
or corticosteroids, it confirms 100% intra-articular placement
of the needle. Fluoroscopic imaging therefore was noted to
have advantage over Sonography, as sonographically guided
injections are more observer dependent investigations [12]. A
study byDávila-Parrilla et al., suggested that palpation guided intra
articular injection was clinically as efficient as image guided one
[13]. However, this study did not look into accuracy.
Further studies which include all the 3 portals – anterolateral,
anteromedial and lateral midpatellar can be done as our study
evaluated accuracy rates only through 2 portals. Also, in our
study we could not relate any association between K-L grading
and the intra-articular placement which can be a limiting factor, as
the approach accuracy might vary depending on the severity of
osteoarthritic knees.

Conclusion
Needle placement through lateral midpatellar portal has increased
chances of going intra-articular when compared to anterolateral.
Guidance of intra-articular needle placements by fluoroscopic
imaging techniques enhance the accuracy and thereby reduce
the extra-articular needle placement increasing the efficacy of
treatment. However, the cost and extra time associated with
these techniques must always be taken into consideration for
implementation in daily life.
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